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ScienceDirect
Behavioral interventions have embraced social norms as

information that can be communicated in simple messages to

motivate behavior change. This article argues for the value and

necessity of recognizing that social-norm interventions are

grounded in group processes. This approach has three major

benefits that more than offset the costs of its greater theoretical

and practical complexity. One, it improves the effectiveness of

existing interventions, including those that target the normative

beliefs of individuals. Two, it opens up new intervention

strategies that broaden the range of mechanisms used to

change behavior. Three, it connects research on social-norm

interventions with theories and research on rallies, rebellions,

riots, and other forms of collective action.
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Social psychology has produced two distinct bodies of

research on social change, one focused on the determi-

nants of collective action [1] and the other on interven-

tions to produce behavior change [2]. These bodies of

research grew out of overlapping theoretical traditions in

the mid-20th century, but they have grown increasingly

distinct, with divergent assumptions, epistemologies, and

methodological approaches. Like distant branches of the

same family tree, they do not interact much nor do they

always recognize each other as kindred. However, these

two research traditions share powerful common goals,

chief among them the goal of using psychological insights

to facilitate social reform. Thus, both traditions have

much to gain from recognizing their common ground

and potential complementarities.
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In this essay, we consider what behavior-change inter-

ventions have to gain from a stronger connection to the

study of collective action. We focus, in particular, on

interventions that target social norms, since these inter-

ventions are both widespread and ripe for a more collec-

tive approach. We argue that these interventions rely, for

their effectiveness, on the very same group processes that

underlie rallies, riots, and other efforts at social change.

Understanding engineered social change as a variant of

other organized social change opens up new possibilities

for intervention strategies and also highlights the impor-

tance of considering the broader context when evaluating

whether a particular intervention will be effective or not.

Social-norm interventions
Providing people with information about the opinions and

behaviors of others is what is currently known as the social

norms approach to behavioral intervention [3]. In the

simplest form of this idea, a social-norm intervention

informs individuals of what others are doing or what

others approve of, in order to encourage them to do

the same. This strategy has dominated recent social-

scientific approaches to engineering social change. How

can we fight climate change? Mobilize conformity [4,5].

Reduce sexual assault? Conformity is the answer [6–8].

Increase transparency and reduce corruption and graft?

Conformity again is the solution [9,10].

Robert Cialdini’s research, prominently featured in the

recent wave of applied behavioral science perspectives

and interventions [11,12] has carried the psychological

lesson of social norms and conformity from psychology to

other disciplines and to policy and social change orga-

nizations [13�,14,15,16�]. The idea that has perhaps car-

ried the farthest is the idea of social proof: that an

individual will determine appropriate behavior for them-

selves in a situation [by examining] the behavior of others

there, especially similar others [17]. The idea goes

beyond simple mimicry. For example, evidence that

other hotel guests reuse the towels in their rooms does

not automatically engender reuse; reuse depends on who

those other hotel guests are and what their behavior

indicates about the norms for appropriate behavior in

the context [18,19].

The notion of social proof conveys a deeper truth about

norms—norms are not static statistics about groups that

individuals carry around in their head but instead hypoth-

eses repeatedly tested against observations. Hotel resi-

dents observe whether their roommate hangs up the
www.sciencedirect.com
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towel after showering; they notice whether piles of used

towels are being carted out of other rooms on the house-

keeping cart; they may even strike up a conversation with

a friend or colleague staying at the hotel about whether

they too reuse towels. They use this social information to

update their perception of the norm for towel reuse. In

short, social proof is not a single act, but rather an ongoing,

dynamic process, guided by the behaviors and opinions

people observe and generate within their social groups

[20��].

In the past decade as social-norm interventions have

increased in popularity [21], it has grown rare to observe

psychological insights about group processes translated

into intervention protocols. Instead, most have used

marketing strategies to change an individual’s beliefs

about a group norm [22–24]. Recent examples include

providing college women with information via the web

about how frequently their peers hook up [25], and

posting signs at hospital entrances showing the percent-

age of visitors who prefer a smoke-free environment [26].

Although these interventions are animated by the goal of

producing broader social change, they seek to produce it

individual by individual. They do not mobilize or even

account for the dynamic processes of social reality-testing

and norm updating that are necessary to produce social

change.

In addition, social-norm interventions have moved

increasingly in the direction of personalization of the

normative information—giving examples of other people

or households who are just like you [27,28]. Personaliza-

tion of normative information flows from the good insight

of social proof—naturally, people look toward the behav-

ior of friends and others like them in their groups as a

social guide. But personalization and individualized

approaches to normative interventions may go too far,

given that individuals process social norm information as

part of a dynamic group environment. Through reality

testing, people look to the verbal and nonverbal behaviors

of a variety of group members and ask—is this message

true? Do I see this occurring in real life?

Recovering the collective basis of social
norms
Research on social norms originated in the study of group

processes. In some of the earliest studies, Solomon Asch

[29,30] and Muzafer and Carolyn Sherif [31], explored

how the most basic psychological processes, including

vision and perception, can be affected by peers’ judg-

ments. Out of this work, the Sherifs developed the idea of

a reference group, the group whose opinions and beha-

viors matter, the one that serves as the source of social

proof. Asch’s work showed the many occasions in which

social proof did not work to change someone’s judgment.

For example, conformity depended not just on the
www.sciencedirect.com 
number of people who conformed, but also on how the

group expressed judgement and the extent of its

homogeneity.

The foundational work of Asch and the Sherifs has given

rise to a large, well-developed literature on social norms

and their role in facilitating and inhibiting social change

[32,33]. At the same time, the toolbox available to those

wishing to use social norms in behavioral interventions

has not developed apace. Simple, individually tailored

messages containing normative information remain the

dominant approach. We see this as a missed opportunity.

Again, social norms are not static beliefs, but rather an

integral component of ongoing group processes. Under-

standing these processes can enable the development of

interventions to strengthen, weaken, broaden, narrow,

and diffuse norms to new groups, all with predictable

effects on behavior. Consider the following strategies.

Targeting social referents
One strategy is to target an intervention to those individ-

uals who are most influential within the group, the social

referents to whom others look to determine the group

norm. If an intervention can change the opinions and

behaviors of the social referents, it will change other

group members’ perceptions of the whole group. Paluck

et al. [34] employed this strategy in their intervention to

reduce conflict among high school students. They used

network analysis to identify and target students who were

given the most attention in each school’s social network

and then intervened with these social referents to reduce

their conflict behaviors and to publicize anti-conflict

opinions. If social referents’ behavior is overweighted

in students’ everyday process of observing peer behavior

and updating impressions of social norms, then this inter-

vention should cause school social norms to be less

tolerant of conflict, with attendant effects on behavior.

The results bore out this logic. By behaving in opposition

to conflict, social referents were able to change other

students’ ideas about norms of conflict at the school,

resulting in a lower incidence of behavioral conflict

according to school administrative records.

This strategy of targeting an intervention to social refer-

ents has widespread applicability. For example, consider

the recent finding that consensus information—state-

ments about what people in general or everybody thinks

and feels—has more influence on social norms when it

comes from weak ties (distant friends and acquaintances)

than from strong ties (close friends and family members)

[35]. This finding suggests the potential effectiveness of

an intervention aimed at changing the consensus beliefs

of those on the periphery of a social network. Consider

also the finding that, in organizational contexts, people

look to the bottom of the status hierarchy, rather than the

top, for information about social norms [36]. This finding

suggests that it might be more effective for an
Current Opinion in Psychology 2020, 35:138–142
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intervention designed to change organizational culture to

start at the bottom, rather than the top, of the

organization.

Weakening the social norm
A second strategy is to intervene to weaken, rather than

strengthen, the social norm. Often, entrenched norms are

an obstacle to social change; they keep opinions and

behaviors in place even if individuals no longer privately

support them, a phenomenon known as pluralistic igno-

rance [37]. In these cases, an intervention that leverages

social reality-testing to reveal the weakness of the norm

can facilitate social change. Schroeder and Prentice [38]

employed this strategy in their intervention to reduce

alcohol use by college students. The intervention took as

its starting point survey evidence for pluralistic ignorance:

strong social norms promoting excessive alcohol con-

sumption on campus and substantial misgivings about

excessive drinking expressed by the majority of students.

Schroeder and Prentice’s intervention convened group

discussions to give students the opportunity to talk about

campus drinking norms, to express their views about

excessive alcohol consumption, and to hear the views

of their peers. That is, it created a context in which social

reality-testing would reveal to students that the norm

lacked private support. If the group discussion punctured

the illusion that the pro-drinking norm had universal

support on campus, then this intervention should reduce

excessive drinking. The results provided support for this

mechanism: The intervention was especially effective at

reducing excessive alcohol consumption among students

high in vulnerability to social influence, suggesting that

the discussions worked by reducing the strength of cam-

pus drinking norms.

This strategy of co-opting social reality-testing in a group

setting to weaken the social norm also has widespread

applicability. Indeed, it can be used whenever beliefs and

opinions are characterized by pluralistic ignorance.

Although pluralistic ignorance is perhaps most familiar

in the context of adolescent health-related behaviors

[39,40], recent research has focused on the prevalence

of pluralistic ignorance in beliefs about climate and

environmental policy [41,42] as well as sex roles, espe-

cially for men [43,44]. These domains are all ripe for a

norm-weakening intervention.

When social norm messaging works
We have argued that social-norm interventions should

take account of group processes, and in particular, the

social reality-testing process that gives rise to perceptions

of the social norm. Critics might respond to this argument

by pointing to notable cases in which interventions that

employ simple, social-norm messaging have had wide-

spread and durable effects without taking any account of

group processes. Perhaps the best-known example of

such an intervention comes from the use of home energy
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reports to reduce energy consumption [45,46�]. Home

energy reports provide residential customers of utility

companies with individualized feedback about how their

energy consumption compares with that of similarly situ-

ated neighbors. Interventions using this strategy have

enjoyed considerable success: the reports lead to an

immediate reduction in energy use, which becomes more

stable over time and persists even when the reports are

discontinued [47,48]. Does this example run counter to

our claim that group processes are critical for the opera-

tion of social norms? We would argue that it is an excep-

tion that proves the rule. Household energy use is one

domain in which social reality testing is nearly impossible.

People have scant insight into their own energy consump-

tion (unless they have been reading their home energy

reports) and no access to information about energy con-

sumption in other households. Indeed, it is precisely

because of this lack of information that the home energy

reports have the impact they do.

Conclusion
We have argued for the value and necessity of considering

group processes when designing behavioral interventions

that target social norms. This approach to social norms has

at least three major benefits that, in our view, more than

offset the costs of its greater theoretical and practical

complexity. One, attention to group processes will

improve the effectiveness of existing interventions,

including those that target the normative beliefs of indi-

viduals. Two, the development of interventions that

target group processes will open up many new approaches

to leveraging social norms to change behavior. The fore-

going discussion has highlighted both of these benefits.

Finally, embedding social-norm interventions in the

context of group processes connects the work we have

described with the rallies, rebellions, and revolutions

that are at the heart of this issue of Current Directions in
Psychology. On the surface, the nudge-inspired social

engineering that produced the Home Energy Report

would seem to have little in common with Black Lives

Matter, #MeToo, and the other social movements that

have engaged in collective action to produce social

change. However, these divergent approaches need each

other to achieve long-term, enduring social change.

Social engineering works best when it is targeted and

timely; and the gains of protests and demonstrations

endure only if they translate into new norms to guide

behavior. Both sides of this equation are informed by an

understanding of how individuals function as members

of groups: when they acquiesce to social norms (even

social norms they do not support) and when they resist

or, in some cases, conform to resistance [49,50�]. Pro-

ceeding from that common ground promises to maximize

the social change these approaches, in combination, can

achieve.
www.sciencedirect.com
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